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The information on the symmetry energy and its density dependence is deduced by comparing
the available data on the electric dipole polarizability αD of
68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb with the pre-
dictions of the Random Phase Approximation, using a representative set of nuclear energy density
functionals. The calculated values of αD are used to validate different correlations involving αD,
the symmetry energy at the saturation density J , the corresponding slope parameter L and the
neutron skin thickness ∆rnp, as suggested by the Droplet Model. A subset of models that reproduce
simultaneously the measured polarizabilities in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb are employed to predict the
values of the symmetry energy parameters at saturation density and ∆rnp. The resulting intervals
are: J = 30-35 MeV, L= 20-66 MeV; and the values for ∆rnp in
68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb are in the
ranges: 0.15-0.19 fm, 0.12-0.16 fm, and 0.13-0.19 fm, respectively. The strong correlation between
the electric dipole polarizabilities of two nuclei is instrumental to predict the values of electric dipole
polarizabilities in other nuclei.
PACS numbers: 24.30.Cz, 21.60.Jz, 21.65.Ef
I. INTRODUCTION
The density dependence of the nuclear symmetry en-
ergy plays a critical role in nuclear physics and astro-
physics and it is extensively investigated from both the-
oretical and experimental perspectives. Given that the
nuclear symmetry energy is not an observable which can
be directly measured, many experiments that measure
closely related observables have been designed to extract
information about this fundamental quantity. In particu-
lar, the neutron skin thickness and the electric dipole po-
larizability of nuclei have been identified as strong isovec-
tor indicators [1]. The main focus of the present work is
the electric dipole response.
Different experimental techniques, such as photo-
absorption, Coulomb excitation, and proton scattering
at very forward angles (where the Coulomb interaction
dominates), have been employed to probe the electric
dipole response [2–4]. These electromagnetic reactions
are particularly suited for this purpose because, unlike
hadronic experiments, they are not hindered by large and
uncontrolled uncertainties. In addition to the identifica-
tion of the prominent Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR),
the electric dipole response of neutron-rich nuclei dis-
plays a smaller concentration of strength at lower ener-
gies, that is commonly referred to as the Pygmy Dipole
Strength (PDS) [5]. Data on the PDS have been used in
the past to constrain the symmetry energy and to obtain
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information on the neutron skin thickness of neutron-
rich nuclei [6–11]. In one of the earliest applications of
uncertainty quantification to the domain of energy den-
sity functionals (EDFs), Reinhard and Nazarewicz car-
ried out a covariance analysis to correlate the neutron
skin thickness of 208Pb to the properties of both finite
nuclei and infinite nuclear matter [1]. In this way, the
electric dipole polarizability, an observable directly re-
lated to the inverse energy weighted sum rule, was iden-
tified as a strong isovector indicator that may be used to
constrain the neutron skin thickness of 208Pb.
The electric dipole polarizability of 208Pb was mea-
sured at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics
(RCNP) [12] using polarized proton inelastic scattering
at forward angles. By performing a multipole decom-
position of the angular distribution and by measuring
all polarization transfer observables, it was possible to
extract by two independent methods the electric dipole
response of 208Pb over a wide range of energies and with
high resolution. Taking into account the average of all
available data on the electric dipole response in 208Pb up
to the pion-production threshold [13, 14], a value for the
electric dipole polarizability of αD(
208Pb) = 20.1 ± 0.6
fm3 was reported [12]. Based on the success of the 208Pb
experiment, the electric dipole strength of 120Sn was re-
cently measured at RCNP in the interval between 5 and
22 MeV [15]. Combining this new measurement with ex-
isting photo-absorption data up to 135 MeV [16], a value
of αD(
120Sn) = 8.93 ± 0.36 fm3 was obtained [15]. Fi-
nally, turning to exotic nuclei, the electric dipole re-
sponse of the unstable 68Ni isotope has been recently
investigated at GSI using both Coulomb excitation in in-
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2verse kinematics and by measuring the invariant mass
in the one- and two-neutron decay channels [17, 18].
From these measurements, which cover the range be-
tween 7.8 and 28.4 MeV, both the giant and pygmy dipole
strength have been identified and the dipole polarizabil-
ity of αD(
68Ni) = 3.40± 0.23 fm3 has been obtained [18].
Note that neither the high nor the low energy tails of
the dipole response of 68Ni are experimentally known,
so their contribution was not taken into account in the
published value of the polarizability.
As already suggested, the electric dipole polarizabil-
ity may be used to constrain the neutron skin thick-
ness of 208Pb—and ultimately the density dependence
of the symmetry energy. In particular, the experimen-
tal determination of αD(
208Pb), combined with a covari-
ance analysis performed with an optimized Skyrme func-
tional (“SV-min”), predicted a neutron skin thickness in
208Pb ∆rnp=0.156
+0.025
−0.021 fm [12]. In a subsequent system-
atic study performed with a large ensemble of both non-
relativistic and relativistic EDFs, a neutron skin thick-
ness ∆rnp=0.168±0.022 fm was estimated [19]. By using
relations deduced from the Droplet Model (DM), it was
noted that the neutron skin thickness is correlated more
strongly with the product of the electric dipole polariz-
ability and the symmetry energy coefficient at saturation
density (J), than to the dipole polarizability alone [20].
Using this correlation—and some plausible estimates for
J—a value of ∆rnp=0.165± 0.026 fm was obtained [20].
Given the strong correlation between the neutron skin
thickness of 208Pb and the slope L of the symmetry en-
ergy at saturation density, these results favor a relatively
soft symmetry energy with L'40 MeV, even though with
fairly large error bars.
Our aim in this paper is to extract possible constraints
on the neutron skin thickness and the symmetry energy
parameters by means of a combined analysis of all three
recent measurements of the electric dipole polarizability
in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb. To start, we perform self-
consistent microscopic calculations of the electric dipole
polarizability of all three nuclei in Random Phase Ap-
proximation (RPA) using a comprehensive set of EDFs.
When required, as in the case of 120Sn, pairing correla-
tions in open-shell nuclei are included by using the quasi-
particle RPA (QRPA) framework [21]. The calculated
values of the electric dipole polarizability are then used
to validate the correlation between αDJ , the slope of the
symmetry energy L, and the neutron skin thickness ∆rnp,
as suggested by the DM formula. Having validated these
correlations, we then confront our theoretical predictions
against the experimental information in order to select a
subset of EDFs that reproduce simultaneously the elec-
tric dipole polarizability in all three aforementioned nu-
clei. Finally, using these selected models we obtain esti-
mates for the neutron skin thickness of 68Ni, 120Sn, and
208Pb, as well as constraints on the symmetry energy
parameters. We should emphasize that the experimen-
tal values of the electric dipole polarizability for 120Sn
and 208Pb contain a small, yet non-negligible, amount of
contamination at higher energies caused by non-resonant
processes; the so-called “quasi-deuteron” effect [13, 16].
To be able to directly compare the measured values of αD
against our theoretical predictions, these contributions
have to be subtracted from the experimental strength.
The contributions from the quasi-deuteron effect were
recently determined [22], so the present analysis uses for
the first time the corrected values of the measured αD
to determine the corresponding neutron skin thickness of
both 120Sn and 208Pb.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
a short review of the RPA formalism used to compute the
electric dipole response. A brief discussion of the DM ap-
proach to the electric dipole polarizability and the cor-
relations suggested by it are also addressed. Particularly
important is the connection between the extracted exper-
imental dipole polarizability (minus the quasi-deuteron
contribution) and the corresponding theoretical results.
Next, we discuss in Sec. III predictions for the electric
dipole polarizability of 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb, obtained
using a large and representative set of EDFs. In turn, val-
ues of the neutron skin thickness for these nuclei and the
associated symmetry energy parameters are estimated
from the subset of EDFs which reproduce the data on
αD for all three nuclei. We then exploit these findings
to provide genuine predictions for the electric dipole po-
larizability of both 48Ca and 90Zr—nuclei planned to be
experimentally investigated in the near future. Finally,
we offer our conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. FORMALISM
A. Theoretical concepts
The theoretical description of dynamical properties of
nuclear systems, such as the electric dipole polarizabil-
ity, is usually based on the linearization of the time-
dependent Hartree or Hartree-Fock equations in a fully
self-consistent way. This means that the residual interac-
tion used to compute the linear response of the nuclear
system to an external probe is consistent with the in-
teraction used to generate the mean-field ground state.
This technique is commonly known as the Random Phase
Approximation (RPA) [21], and is considered to repre-
sent an approximate realization of the small amplitude
limit of time-dependent density functional theory. This
formalism has been extended to include pairing corre-
lations in the Quasi-particle Random Phase Approxima-
tion (QRPA). In the present work and for non-relativistic
models, we employ a HF-BCS based approach with the
same zero-range, surface pairing force that was used in
Ref. [23], and that gives a reasonable reproduction of
the experimental odd-even mass differences in the Sn
isotopic chain. For the relativistic counterpart we use
the finite-range Gogny force D1S in the particle-particle
channel [24].
The electric dipole strength R(ω;E1) is evaluated
3within the (Q)RPA framework using the dipole opera-
tor
D = Z
A
N∑
n=1
rnY1M (rˆn)− N
A
Z∑
p=1
rpY1M (rˆp) , (1)
where N , Z, and A are the neutron, proton, and mass
number, respectively, rn(p) indicates the radial coordi-
nate for neutrons (protons), and Y1M (rˆ) is the corre-
sponding spherical harmonic. This definition of the
dipole operator eliminates contaminations to the phys-
ical response due to the spurious excitation of the center
of mass. Details about nuclear (Q)RPA calculations can
be found in Refs. [1, 6, 25, 26].
With the electric dipole strength as a function of the
excitation energy ω, the dipole polarizability αD may be
computed as follows:
αD =
8pie2
9
∫ ∞
0
ω−1R(ω;E1) dω =
8pie2
9
m−1(E1) , (2)
where m−1(E1) is the inverse energy weighted sum rule.
Note that although the m−1 moment may be obtained
from (Q)RPA calculations, the so-called dielectric theo-
rem [27–29] also allows to extract m−1(E1) from a con-
strained ground-state calculation:
m−1(E1) =
1
2
∂2〈λ|H|λ〉
∂λ2
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
, (3)
where the Hamiltonian H that describes the nuclear sys-
tem is “constrained” by the field λD, and D is the dipole
operator defined in Eq. (1).
It is often possible to invoke semi-classical approaches
to elucidate the information content of certain physical
observables. Although simple, semi-classical arguments
reveal in a very transparent way the underlying physics
connected with a given observable. In the particular case
of the electric dipole polarizability, the m−1 moment
may be obtained from a constrained calculation based
on Eq. (3) using the droplet model of Myers and Swiate-
cki [30]. In this case the semi-classical approximation to
the electric dipole polarizability reads [31]:
αDMD =
pie2
54
A〈r2〉
J
(
1 +
5
3
9J
4Q
A−1/3
)
, (4)
where 〈r2〉 is the mean-square radius of the nucleus and
Q is the surface stiffness coefficient that measures the
resistance of the system to the formation of a neutron
skin [30]. In keeping with the fact that the ratio J/Q and
the slope parameter L display a strong correlation [32],
this semi-classical result clearly indicates that the electric
dipole polarizability is related to properties of the nuclear
symmetry energy [33].
Given its isovector character, it is also natural to ex-
pect that a semi-classical expression exists relating the
neutron skin thickness ∆rDMnp to bulk nuclear properties,
such as the ratio J/Q, the density of nuclear matter at
saturation ρ0 ≡ 3/(4pir30), and the relative neutron ex-
cess I = (N−Z)/A [32, 34, 35]. As elaborated in detail
in Ref. [20], the simplicity of the DM allows one to re-
late the electric dipole polarizability to the neutron skin
thickness in a nearly analytical way. Indeed, neglecting
corrections to the neutron skin thickness due to both the
Coulomb field and the surface diffuseness, one finds
αDMD ≈
pie2
54
A〈r2〉
J
[
1+
5
2
∆rDMnp
I〈r2〉1/2
]
, (5)
For a given heavy nucleus such as 208Pb, the vari-
ous correction terms, as well as 〈r2〉, computed using
many different successful EDFs have very similar val-
ues [36]. Therefore, Eq. (5) suggests that the product
αDJ—rather than αD alone—is strongly correlated to
the neutron skin thickness of the nucleus [20]. Although
inspired by the droplet model, the strong correlation
αDJ-∆rnp in
208Pb was validated in Ref. [20] by per-
forming self-consistent mean-field plus RPA calculations
for both neutron skin thickness and electric dipole po-
larizability using a rather large and representative set
of non-relativistic and relativistic models. As a conse-
quence of this correlation, a high precision measurement
of the electric dipole polarizability of a nucleus provides
critical information on its neutron skin thickness—if J
was known. Moreover, by invoking the well-known cor-
relation between ∆rnp and L [32, 36–38], important con-
straints on the density dependence of the symmetry en-
ergy may also be obtained. Finally, based on the estab-
lished correlation between the neutron-skin thickness of
two neutron-rich nuclei [37, 39, 40], we anticipate that
the tight correlation between αDJ and ∆rnp observed in
208Pb will extend to other medium- to heavy-mass nuclei.
If so, then an αD(A1)J-αD(A2)J correlation between two
nuclei (of mass A1 and A2) is also expected to emerge.
This can also be easily seen from Eq. (4). This kind
of correlation between the polarizabilities of two nuclei
will become instrumental later as we confront our pre-
dictions against the experimental results in 68Ni, 120Sn,
and 208Pb.
We emphasize that, although the macroscopic DM pro-
vides insightful guidance into the correlations between
the dipole polarizability, the neutron skin thickness, and
the density dependence of the symmetry energy, all cal-
culations reported in Sec. III are microscopic in origin.
We have computed the neutron skin thickness ∆rnp in
the mean-field (Hartree or Hartree-Fock) approximation
and the polarizability αD as the dipole response of the
mean-field ground state, consistent with the (Q)RPA ap-
proach.
B. Theory vs experiment
To compare the data on the electric dipole polariz-
ability in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb with the corresponding
theoretical (Q)RPA values on a quantitative level, the
4following comments are in order. The electric dipole re-
sponse of 68Ni has been measured in the energy interval
between 7.8 MeV and 28.4 MeV and the dipole polar-
izability αD(
68Ni) = 3.40 ± 0.23 fm3 has been reported
[18]. However, to compare with RPA calculations, the
measured dipole response has to be extrapolated to lower
and higher energy regions to cover the full range between
zero and some upper limit at which the contribution to
the dipole polarizability becomes negligible (this limit is
expected to lie much below the pion production thresh-
old). The strength below the neutron threshold, which
was not accessible in the experiment [18], is estimated
from the tail of a Lorentzian-plus-Gaussian fit to the de-
convoluted data [41]. The Lorentzian extrapolates the
giant dipole resonance to low energies and the Gaussian
takes care of the PDS contribution to the strength. In
this fit the error is chosen in such a way that the expected
value of the total polarizability at zero energy, that is
zero, lies within the 2σ range. For the nucleus 68Ni, this
correction associated with the low-energy strength has an
estimated value of 0.39 ± 0.20 fm3. It is expected that
the uncertainty accounts for possible deviations of the
hypothesis assumed in the extrapolation method. The
strength above the upper experimental limit of 28.4 MeV
[18] is also extrapolated from the same Lorentzian fit
of the GDR strength. Such an extrapolation to ener-
gies above 30 MeV implies, in general, a rather small
contribution of the dipole strength to the total polariz-
ability. In the case of 68Ni, such contribution amounts
only to 0.09 ± 0.05 fm3. Therefore, the adopted value
of the dipole polarizability for 68Ni, including the correc-
tions from the extrapolated low-energy and high-energy
regions, is αD(
68Ni) = 3.88± 0.31 fm3 [41].
In the high energy region above 30 MeV the exper-
imental dipole strength may contain a non-negligible
amount of contamination coming from non-resonant pro-
cesses (the so-called quasi-deuteron effect [13, 16]). These
contributions should be removed from the experimental
strength for a direct comparison with theoretical (Q)RPA
results. In the case of 68Ni, as already explained, this re-
gion was not explored so no correction is needed1. For
120Sn this contribution has an estimated value of 0.34 ±
0.08 fm3 [16, 22]. Thus, for a comparison with QRPA
calculations, the value αD(
120Sn) = 8.93 ± 0.36 fm3 of
Ref. [15] is replaced by αD(
120Sn) = 8.59 ± 0.37 fm3.
For 208Pb, the quasi-deuteron excitations are estimated
to contribute to the dipole polarizability with 0.51±0.15
fm3 [13, 22], which should be subtracted from the data
αD(
208Pb) = 20.1 ± 0.6 fm3 by Tamii et al. [12]. With
this correction, the data used for comparison with the
theoretical predictions is αD(
208Pb) = 19.6 ± 0.6 fm3.
In addition, it has to be noted that quasi-deuteron ex-
citations, if not properly subtracted, also lead to values
of the experimental EWSR which are inaccurate, much
1 The Lorenzian extrapolation of the GDR tail at high energies is
free from quasi-deuteron contaminations.
more than for the dipole polarizability.
It should also be mentioned that the 1p-1h (Q)RPA
formalism is not supposed to reproduce the experimen-
tal spreading width of the GDR. In order to do this, one
should consider the coupling of the simple 1p-1h states
with more complicated multi-particle multi-hole config-
urations. At present, one of the effective ways to ac-
count for most of the experimental spreading widths is
to take into account the coupling to the collective low-
lying (mainly surface) vibrations or phonons [42]. This
approach that extends beyond the mean-field approxi-
mation is not expected to affect significantly the integral
properties of the calculated strength. One way to under-
stand it is the following. We assume that we can simulate
the coupling with complicated configurations by smear-
ing the (Q)RPA peaks using Lorentzian functions, so that
the experimental resonance width is reproduced. In the
case of only one Lorentzian function having a width Γ,
it can be easily shown that the (Q)RPA electric dipole
polarizability is, at most, reduced by
∆αD ∼ −αD Γ
2
4E2x
, (6)
where Ex is the peak energy. Using this equation with
the measured values of Ex and Γ for each nucleus, we
find that the correction to αD should be smaller than ≈
2%.
III. RESULTS
Following the high-resolution measurement carried out
at RCNP [12], two systematic studies of the electric
dipole polarizability of 208Pb were performed using a
large set of nuclear EDFs[19, 20]. Although a robust
correlation between the electric dipole polarizability and
the neutron skin thickness was found [19], based on the
droplet model it was shown that the correlation becomes
significantly stronger for the product of the electric dipole
polarizability and the nuclear symmetry energy coeffi-
cient J [20]. The correlation was indeed found to be very
strong, but current uncertainties in the determination of
J hinder the determination of the neutron skin thickness
of 208Pb.
Measurements of the electric dipole polarizability of
68Ni [18] and 120Sn [15] have been recently reported. The
aim of this paper is to take full advantage of these exper-
imental developments to constrain both the neutron skin
thickness of these nuclei as well as the density depen-
dence of the symmetry energy. Based on this analysis,
genuine predictions will be made for the electric dipole
polarizability of 48Ca and 90Zr—nuclei that are part of
the current experimental campaign at RCNP.
For our systematic analysis of the electric dipole po-
larizability we employ a set of non-relativistic Skyrme
interactions extensively used in the literature [45] (these
are labeled as “Skyrmes” in all the figures). In ad-
dition to this set, we employ six different families of
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Plots for the (a) dipole polarizability and (b) product of dipole polarizability times the symmetry energy
at saturation J as a function of the neutron-skin thickness for 68Ni calculated using a large representative set of the EDFs
[19, 43]. Values of r = 0.65 and r = 0.94 for the respective correlation coefficients are also displayed. The linear fit to the
predictions in (b) gives αDJ = (27 ± 15) + (570 ± 33)∆rnp and the inner (outer) shadowed regions depict the loci of the 95%
confidence (prediction) bands of regression (see, e.g., Chap. 3 of Ref. [44]). The symbols that are circled in red correspond to
those models that are compatible with experiments on the dipole polarizability of both 68Ni and 208Pb.
systematically varied interactions that are generated by
varying their parameters around optimal values, with-
out compromising the quality of the description of well-
constrained ground-state properties of finite nuclei, such
as masses and charge radii. Two of these families are
also based on non-relativistic Skyrme parametrizations;
these are labeled in all the figures as SAMi-J [43] and
KDE0-J [46, 47], respectively. Three of the relativistic
families are based on the non-linear Walecka model and
are labeled as NL3Λ, FSUΛ, and TAMU-FSU [6, 48–50].
Finally, the family labeled as DD-ME corresponds to a
relativistic model with density dependent meson-nucleon
couplings [26].
A. 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb
We start by displaying in Fig. 1a the results for the
electric dipole polarizability of 68Ni as a function of neu-
tron skin thickness, as predicted by the large set of EDFs
introduced in the previous section. Although a linear cor-
relation may be discerned, a significant amount of scatter
among different predictions is clearly observed. Yet, one
notes that a linear behavior emerges within each individ-
ual family of systematically varied interactions. Overall,
the correlation coefficient between αD and ∆rnp is rela-
tively weak and amounts to only 0.65. However, the cor-
relation coefficient increases considerably—up to 0.96—
as soon as the RPA polarizabilities are scaled within each
model by the corresponding symmetry energy coefficient
J ; see Fig. 1b. This situation is reminiscent of our ear-
lier findings in 208Pb where the correlation coefficient in-
creases from 0.62 to 0.97 upon scaling αD by J [20]. We
find a similar result for the case of 120Sn. That is, scal-
ing the RPA predictions of αD by J reduces significantly
the model spread. This is observed in Fig. 2a where the
αDJ-∆rnp correlation for the nucleus
120Sn is displayed2;
the inferred correlation coefficient is 0.95. It should be
mentioned that we expect that in the open-shell nucleus
120Sn pairing correlations play a non-negligible role as we
show below.
To explore the impact of pairing correlations, we have
computed the electric dipole strength of the nucleus 120Sn
in the QRPA formalism for a subset of EDFs. In Fig. 2.b
we display the product αDJ , computed with different
EDFs, for several tin isotopes as a function of the mass
number A without (filled symbols) and with (empty sym-
bols) pairing correlations. The pairing effect on the elec-
tric dipole polarizability is more important in mid-shell
nuclei and their contribution decreases near magic neu-
tron numbers, as expected. However, the pairing effects
can be either very small or large depending on the choice
of EDF. In general, pairing reduces electric dipole polar-
izability in the tin isotopic chain. However, this is not
necessarily a systematic effect in all nuclei. In fact, in
Ref. [51] it has been shown that pairing can at times re-
duce and at times increase the amount of pygmy dipole
strength.
As already discussed in Sec. II A, the correlations im-
plied by the DM formula suggest that the product αDJ
in a given nucleus (A1) should be linearly correlated to
the same product in another nucleus (A2). To explore the
validity of this assertion we display in Fig. 3a the linear
correlation for the pairs 208Pb-68Ni and 208Pb-120Sn, and
for the pair 120Sn-68Ni in Fig. 3b. The deduced correla-
tion coefficients are exceptionally high—0.99, 0.99, and
2 Note that we use a reduced set of models, yet representative, as
compared to the one displayed in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 2. (Color on-line) (a) Dipole polarizability times the symmetry energy at saturation J of each EDF against the neutron
skin thickness in 120Sn predicted by nuclear EDFs [19, 43]. The correlation coefficient is r = 0.95. The linear fit gives
αDJ = (115± 36) + (1234± 93)∆rnp and the inner (outer) shadowed regions depict the loci of the 95% confidence (prediction)
bands of the regression (see, e.g., Chap. 3 of Ref. [44]). The symbols that are circled in red correspond to the models that are
compatible with experiments on the dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn and 208Pb. (b) Dipole polarizability in the even tin
isotopes of A = 118− 130 times J as a function of the mass number. The empty (full) symbols correspond to calculations that
include (neglect) pairing correlations. In this panel αD is multiplied by J with the mere purpose to separate the predictions of
the different models.
0.98, respectively—which confirms the robustness of this
correlation.
The use of any correlation involving the product αDJ
in a given nucleus to estimate either the neutron skin
thickness of the same nucleus (as in Fig. 1b) or the dipole
polarizability of another nucleus (as in Fig. 3) requires
knowledge of the symmetry energy coefficient J . Indeed,
this was the technique employed in Ref. [20] to estimate
the neutron skin thickness of 208Pb from the measured
electric dipole polarizability. To this end, a “realistic”
value of J=31± 2 MeV was adopted in accordance with
two recent analysis [52, 53]; see Ref. [20] for further de-
tails. However, it should be pointed out that such value of
J is deduced from the analysis of different experiments.
J is not a physical observable and predictions for the
neutron skin thickness and the dipole polarizability—and
their associated errors—will be sensitive to the adopted
value of J . Given that the linear correlations elucidated
so far necessarily involve the product αDJ—and that the
experimental determination of the dipole polarizability
αD in an increasing number of nuclei is within reach—
the need for an accurate determination of J is pressing.
Thus, in the following we explore the possibility of con-
straining J , L, and ∆rnp by comparing the theoretical
results to the measured values of the electric dipole po-
larizability in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb. Further, these con-
straints are exploited later so that bona-fide theoretical
predictions are provided for the electric dipole polariz-
ability of 48Ca and 90Zr, both currently under experi-
mental consideration.
Although scaling αD by J yields a dramatic improve-
ment in its correlation to ∆rnp (see Fig. 1), the impact of
such scaling in correlating αD in two different nuclei is
far less dramatic. That is, it is possible to estimate the
neutron skin thickness of 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb without
invoking the empirical value of the symmetry energy J .
To do so, we identify the subset of accurately calibrated
EDFs—out of the large set that we have been employ-
ing so far—that simultaneously reproduce the electric
dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb. These
EDFs, which in addition to the electric dipole polariz-
ability reproduce ground-state properties over the entire
nuclear chart, provide definite predictions for the neu-
tron skin thickness of the three nuclei, as well as for the
two fundamental parameters of the symmetry energy: J
and L. This approach—now widely adopted by the the-
oretical community—is reminiscent of a philosophy first
proposed by Blaizot and collaborators who advocate a
purely microscopic approach for the extraction of nuclear
matter parameters (e.g., compression modulus) from the
dynamics of giant resonances (i.e., the nuclear breath-
ing mode) [54]. While the merit of macroscopic formulas
for obtaining qualitative information is unquestionable,
the field has attained a level of maturity that demands
stricter standards: it is now expected that microscopic
models predict simultaneously the strength distribution
as well as the properties of nuclear matter.
We display in Fig. 4a and 4b the electric dipole polariz-
ability of 208Pb versus those of 68Ni and 120Sn, predicted
by the RPA calculation with the set of EDFs used in this
work. From the two panels it is seen that αD in
208Pb re-
mains strongly correlated to αD in both
68Ni and 120Sn,
although the correlation weakens slightly by removing
the scaling with J (see Fig. 3). The linear fits obtained
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FIG. 3. (Color on-line) (a) The product αDJ in
208Pb against the same product in 68Ni and 120Sn; in both cases the resulting
correlation coefficients are exceptionally high (r = 0.99). The deduced linear fits give: αD(
208Pb)J = (16 ± 2) + (4.7 ±
0.1)αD(
68Ni)J and αD(
208Pb)J = (−42 ± 4) + (2.4 ± 0.1)αD(120Sn)J . (b) Same as for panel (a) but for the pair 120Sn-68Ni
with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.98. The linear fit gives αD(
120Sn)J = (16± 2) + (2.1± 0.1)αD(68Ni)J .
from the correlations displayed in Fig. 4 yield
αD(
208Pb) = (−0.5± 0.5) + (5.0± 0.2)αD(68Ni) , (7)
αD(
208Pb) = ( 0.1± 0.5) + (2.2± 0.1)αD(120Sn) , (8)
with a correlation coefficient of 0.96 in both cases. Note
that to leading order in A, Eq. (4) largely accounts for the
slope between a pair of dipole polarizabilities as predicted
by a given interaction—i.e., for fixed values of J and Q.
That is, αD(A1)∼(A1/A2)5/3αD(A2).
Represented by horizontal and vertical yellow bands
in the two panels of Fig. 4 are the experimental values
of the electric dipole polarizability, including error bars.
It is important to remember that for a quantitative com-
parison with the theoretical predictions, the experimental
values have been corrected as described in Sec. II B. The
theoretical predictions inside the area bounded by the
horizontal and vertical bands reproduce the experimental
values of both 208Pb and 68Ni, or 208Pb and 120Sn. Red
circles emphasize those models that reproduce simultane-
ously the electric dipole polarizability in all three nuclei.
The figure shows that the majority of models that cor-
rectly predict the experimental value of αD in
208Pb are
also able to reproduce the data on 68Ni and 120Sn.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that if the constraint
from the measured value of αD in
208Pb were neglected,
i.e., the horizontal yellow band would be omitted from
the figure, the experimental values for αD in
120Sn and,
especially, in 68Ni, would accommodate more models on
the side of softer symmetry energy (smaller αD) and,
consequently, on the side of smaller neutron skin thick-
ness. Thus, even after applying the corrections described
in Sec. II B to the experimental data for αD, which in-
creased the value of αD in
68Ni and decreased it in 120Sn
and 208Pb, it seems that the measured dipole polariz-
ability in the 68Ni nucleus favors a softer nuclear symme-
try energy compared to the measurements in 120Sn and
TABLE I. Various estimates of the neutron skin thickness (in
fm) of 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb. (a) Lower and upper values
of ∆rnp as predicted by those models that reproduce the ex-
perimental values of the electric dipole polarizability of 68Ni,
120Sn, and 208Pb. (b) Mean value and standard deviation of
∆rnp as predicted by the same subset of models in (a). (c)
Predictions extracted from the correlation αDJ-∆rnp using a
suitable range for the symmetry energy coefficient J (see text
for details).
Nucleus ∆rnp (a) ∆rnp (b) ∆rnp (c)
68Ni 0.15–0.19 0.18 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.04
120Sn 0.12–0.16 0.14 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.04
208Pb 0.13–0.19 0.16 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.03
208Pb.
A viable option to estimate the neutron skin thickness
is to determine an interval using the largest and small-
est values predicted by those models that successfully re-
produce the experimental dipole polarizabilities in 68Ni,
120Sn, and 208Pb (cf. Ref. [15]). The range of values so
obtained is displayed in the first column of Table I. The
second column of the table lists the average values and
deviations of the neutron skin thickness predicted by the
same subset of selected EDFs. For consistency, we also
compare these results with the values extracted using di-
rectly the αDJ-∆rnp correlation, as was originally done
in Ref. [20] for the case of 208Pb. From the correlations
displayed on the right panel of Fig. 1, on the left panel of
Fig. 2, and from our previous work on 208Pb one obtains:
αDJ=

(27± 15)+( 570± 33)∆rnp, for 68Ni;
(115± 36)+(1234± 93)∆rnp, for 120Sn;
(301± 32)+(1922± 73)∆rnp, for 208Pb.
(9)
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the theoretical results for the dipole polarizability with the experimental data. (a) 68Ni (3.88 ± 0.31
fm3) and 208Pb (19.6 ± 0.6 fm3, taking into account the subtraction of the quasi-deuteron excitations 0.51 ± 0.15 fm3). The
linear fit gives αD(
208Pb)= (−0.5 ± 0.5) + (5.0 ± 0.2)αD(68Ni) and a correlation coefficient r = 0.96. (b) 120Sn (8.59 ± 0.37
fm3, taking into account the subtraction of the quasi-deuteron excitations 0.34 ± 0.08 fm3) and 208Pb. The linear fit gives
αD(
208Pb)= (0.1 ± 0.5) + (2.2 ± 0.1)αD(120Sn) and a correlation coefficient r = 0.96. The symbols that are circled in red
correspond to the models that are compatible with experiments on the dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn and 208Pb.
Given that the extraction of ∆rnp from this correlation
requires an estimate for the value of J , we show here the
results obtained by adopting the same choice as in Ref.
[20], namely, J = 31 ± 2 MeV [52, 53]. This choice al-
lows one to estimate the neutron skin thickness of 68Ni,
120Sn, and 208Pb using the fits displayed in Eq. (9). The
resulting values for ∆rnp in
68Ni, 120Sn and 208Pb are
given in the last column of Table I. From the results
displayed in Table I, we notice that the predictions for
∆rnp obtained using the subset of EDFs that reproduce
the experimental electric dipole polarizabilities of 68Ni,
120Sn, and 208Pb lie within the ranges predicted by the
αDJ-∆rnp correlation. This important consistency check
suggests that one could in principle use the subset of se-
lected EDFs to predict ∆rnp (see column (a) in Table I)
and then use the tight αDJ-∆rnp correlation to infer a
suitable interval of values for J (see below). Note that
the neutron skin thickness of 68Ni reported in Ref. [18]
from the analysis of αD is ∆rnp = 0.17 ± 0.02 fm, which
is also consistent with the estimates provided in Table I.
We note that in the analysis that led to this value the
authors of Ref. [18] compared the experimental dipole po-
larizability to the RPA calculations within the measured
energy interval. A similar analysis was carried out in
Ref. [15] to extract the neutron skin thickness in 120Sn
from a measurement of the electric dipole polarizability.
The reported value of ∆rnp = 0.148 ± 0.034 fm in 120Sn
again falls within the range predicted in Table I, although
there is a slight tendency toward the upper limit. In this
regard, it is pertinent to point out a difference between
the analysis presented here and the one from Ref. [15]. In
Ref. [15] the contribution from the quasi-deuteron excita-
tions was not subtracted from the data before comparing
with QRPA calculations. Finally, for the case of 208Pb
the value included in the last column of Table I is consis-
tent the one reported in Ref. [20], i.e., 0.165± 0.026 fm.
As noted above, from the present study on the electric
dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb, we can
also obtain information on J and L by choosing the values
predicted by the selected set of EDFs that reproduce the
experiment in all three nuclei. Following this procedure
one obtains the estimates:
30 ≤ J ≤ 35 MeV , (10)
20 ≤ L ≤ 66 MeV . (11)
The interval for the symmetry energy is slightly larger
than the J=31±2 MeV estimate extracted from a combi-
nation of various experiments [52, 53]. The range for the
slope of the symmetry energy L predicted by the subset
of selected EDFs lies at the lower end of accepted val-
ues when compared to other analysis (see, e.g., Refs. [55–
57]), yet it is consistent with studies involving giant reso-
nances [58]. We emphasize that the limits deduced in the
present work follow from the analysis of relatively clean
electromagnetic experiments. Future electroweak mea-
surements will help narrow these intervals even further.
Given the strong correlation between the neutron skin
thickness of a neutron-rich nucleus and the slope of the
symmetry energy L [32, 35, 59], it is reasonable to ex-
pect that the αDJ-∆rnp correlation will extend to the
αDJ-L case, as it has been explicitly shown for
208Pb;
see Fig. 2 of [20] where a correlation αD(
208Pb)J =
(480 ± 4) + (3.3 ± 0.1)L with r = 0.96 was found. Note
that this correlation is also consistent with the DM esti-
mate of αD (cf. Eq.(11) of [20]). The relation between
J and L extracted from this correlation, assuming the
experimental value of αD(
208Pb) = 19.6± 0.6 fm3, is
J = (24.5± 0.8) + (0.168± 0.007)L . (12)
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FIG. 5. J versus L plot showing the constraints obtained in
Eqs. (12)–(14). We also display the predictions of the EDFs
employed in this work. We highlight the models that repro-
duce the experimental αD in
68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb by using
red circles.
The same can be done for 68Ni and 120Sn obtaining in
both cases a high correlation for αDJ −L with r = 0.96.
Assuming the experimental values for αD in these two
nuclei, we find
J = (24.9± 2.0) + (0.19± 0.02)L (13)
J = (25.4± 1.1) + (0.17± 0.01)L , (14)
respectively. We exhibit these constraints as bands in a
J − L plot in Fig. 5. In addition, we display the pre-
dictions of the EDFs employed in this work, highlight-
ing those that reproduce the experimental αD in
68Ni,
120Sn, and 208Pb with red circles3. Our analysis together
with the experimental data on the polarizabilities predict
three compatible bands with very similar slopes. On the
one side, the point of interception with the vertical axis is
essentially the same within the error bars (average value
of ≈ 24.9 MeV). This is because it represents the sym-
metry energy at some average subsaturation density 〈ρ〉
that has been probed in αD experiments [12, 15, 18]. To
qualitatively understand this, we expand the symmetry
energy S(ρ) around the nuclear saturation density ρ0 as
S(ρ) = J−L+O[2], where  ≡ (ρ0−ρ)
/
3ρ0. Comparing
this expansion with Eqs. (12)–(14)—that have the form
J = a+ bL, one can immediately recognize that the “a”
found in the analysis is approximately equal to S(〈ρ〉)
and that “b” allows to roughly estimate the value of 〈ρ〉.
Of course, this interpretation is only valid for small val-
ues of “b”. On the other side, the slope of such bands is
clearly different from the one depicted by the EDF mod-
els. This feature may point towards a possible deficiency
3 As an example, the interaction KDE0-J32 with J = 32 MeV and
L = 40 MeV is compatible with the three bands but not with the
experiment on αD(
208Pb). Other interactions depicted in black
and compatible with the bands were not tested for the case of
120Sn.
in current EDFs: data on αD impose that a model with
a large value of J will need to predict a smaller value of
L when compared to the current trend in EDFs.
B. 48Ca and 90Zr
Experiments that measure the electric dipole polar-
izability of a variety of stable and unstable nuclei are
carried out and being planned at RCNP and GSI. In
particular, the measurement of αD for both
48Ca and
90Zr is forthcoming. Hence, we now apply the technique
developed in the previous section to make genuine pre-
dictions for the electric dipole polarizability, as well as
the neutron skin thickness for both nuclei. Note, how-
ever, that the type of corrections discussed in Sec. II B
may need to be applied before comparing the measured
values of the dipole polarizability to the corresponding
RPA predictions.
The fact that the product of the electric dipole polariz-
ability with the symmetry energy is better correlated to
the neutron skin thickness than the polarizability alone
seems to be a consistent result that has been verified in
medium- and heavy-mass nuclei. However, in general,
one expects that this type of correlation may weaken for
light nuclei where giant resonances are usually wider and
more fragmented than in heavy nuclei. This may affect
moments derived from the strength distribution, such as
the electric dipole polarizability.
To test this assertion we display in the upper panels
of Fig. 6 the correlation between αD in (a)
48Ca and (b)
90Zr vs the electric dipole polarizability in 208Pb for the
large set of EDFs employed in this work. Similarly, the
two lower panels in the figure display the αDJ- ∆rnp
correlations in (c) 48Ca and (d) 90Zr, respectively. As in
the previous subsection we find that both of the upper
panels display a linear correlation that may be fitted as
follows:
αD(
48Ca)=(0.36± 0.07)+(0.10± 0.01)αD(208Pb), (15)
αD(
90Zr)=(1.1 ± 0.1 )+(0.24± 0.02)αD(208Pb), (16)
with the correlation coefficients of 0.82 for 48Ca and 0.91
for 90Zr, respectively. As in the case shown in Fig. 3,
we have also calculated the “scaled-J” correlations (not
plotted here) αD(
48Ca)J-αD(
208Pb)J and αD(
90Zr)J-
αD(
208Pb)J , using the same set of EDFs. We find that
these correlations remain very strong even for the case
of 48Ca, with the correlation coefficients of r= 0.94 and
r=0.98 for the case of Ca-Pb and Zr-Pb, respectively.
The vertical yellow band in the two upper panels
of Fig. 6 indicates the experimental value of the elec-
tric dipole polarizability in 208Pb [12], minus the quasi-
deuteron contribution. The models that lie within the
interval defined by the intersection between this band
(yellow) and the “prediction band” of the linear regres-
sion (gray area) include those models that reproduce the
experimental electric dipole polarizability in 208Pb, and
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FIG. 6. (a) Dipole polarizability in 48Ca and (b) in 90Zr as a function of the dipole polarizability in 208Pb. The linear
fits are (a) αD(
48Ca)= (0.36 ± 0.07) + (0.10 ± 0.01)αD(208Pb) with a correlation coefficient r = 0.82 and (b) αD(90Zr)=
(1.1 ± 0.1) + (0.24 ± 0.02)αD(208Pb) with a correlation coefficient r = 0.91. (c) dipole polarizability in 48Ca and (d) in 90Zr
times the symmetry energy at saturation as a function of the neutron skin thickness ∆rnp for the corresponding nuclei predicted
by the selected EDFs. The linear fits are (c) αDJ = 12 ± 19 + (355 ± 44)∆rnp with a correlation coefficient r = 0.84, and
(d) αDJ = 101 ± 26 + (1130 ± 90)∆rnp with a correlation coefficient r = 0.92. The red circles highlight the interactions
that reproduce the experimental data in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb. The inner (outer) colored regions depict the loci of the 95%
confidence (prediction) bands of the regression.
that we consider as good candidates to reproduce the
corresponding quantity also in 48Ca and 90Zr. The red
circles highlight the subset of models that reproduce the
electric dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb. It
is remarkable that most of these models also lie within
the prediction band. Further, in the two lower panels in
Fig. 6 that quantify the αDJ-∆rnp correlation, the result-
ing linear fits yield:
αDJ=
{
( 13± 19)+( 355± 44)∆rnp, for 48Ca;
(101± 26)+(1130± 90)∆rnp, for 90Zr, (17)
with correlation coefficients of 0.84 and 0.92, respectively.
Finally, using the EDFs that reproduce the experimental
electric dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn and 208Pb,
we can estimate an interval, as well as the average and
standard deviation, for the polarizability and the neutron
skin thickness of 48Ca and 90Zr; see Table II.
Nucleus ∆rnp (fm) αD (fm
3)
48Ca 0.15−0.18 (0.16 ± 0.01) 2.06−2.21 (2.3 ± 0.1)
90Zr 0.06−0.08 (0.067± 0.008) 5.30−5.64 (5.65± 0.23)
TABLE II. Estimates for the neutron skin thickness and elec-
tric dipole polarizability of 48Ca and 90Zr. Ranges as well
as mean value and standard deviations are provided (see text
for details). Recall that the type of corrections discussed in
Sec. II B may need to be applied in comparing measured val-
ues of αD to RPA predictions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We carried out a theoretical analysis of the recently
measured electric dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn,
and 208Pb to extract information about isovector nuclear
properties, such as the neutron skin thickness and the be-
11
havior of the symmetry energy around saturation density.
To this end, we have computed the electric dipole polar-
izability of these three nuclei in a self-consistent random
phase approximation using a large set of Skyrme func-
tionals together with several families of relativistic and
non-relativistic functionals. In the case of 120Sn, quasi-
particle RPA calculations have been performed to take
into account the effect of pairing correlations. Further,
we have discussed in some detail how to correctly com-
pare the measured electric dipole polarizability with the-
oretical results. Indeed, to directly compare the (Q)RPA
results with the measured dipole polarizability it is essen-
tial to subtract the quasi-deuteron contribution [12] from
the available experimental strength in both 120Sn [15]
and 208Pb [12]. This procedure should be systematically
adopted when comparing the measured dipole polariz-
ability with model results based on the (Q)RPA.
We have assessed, by means of (Q)RPA calculations,
the validity of several correlations suggested by the
Droplet-Model estimate of the electric dipole polarizabil-
ity. It was found that in both 68Ni and 120Sn, the product
of the electric dipole polarizability αD and the symme-
try energy coefficient J is much better correlated with the
neutron skin thickness ∆rnp than αD alone. This finding
is in full agreement with our previous study of the elec-
tric dipole polarizability in 208Pb, pointing out that this
correlation is robust over the nuclear chart, with the pos-
sible exception of very light nuclei. It has also been found
that while a fairly strong correlation emerges between
the electric dipole polarizabilities of two neutron rich nu-
clei, the correlation is even stronger for the product αDJ .
From the large set of EDFs considered in this work, we
have identified a subset that simultaneously reproduces
the measured electric dipole polarizability in 68Ni, 120Sn,
and 208Pb. This subset has then been used to estimate
isovector-sensitive observables, such as the neutron skin
thickness and parameters of the nuclear matter symme-
try energy. We estimate that the neutron skin thick-
ness in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb lies in the range 0.15–0.19
fm, 0.12–0.16 fm, and 0.13–0.19 fm, respectively. The
interval 30 ≤ J ≤ 35 MeV and 20 ≤ L ≤ 66 MeV has
been inferred for the symmetry energy J and its slope
at saturation density, suggesting a fairly soft symme-
try energy. These estimates are consistent with other
predictions of the neutron skin thickness, J , and L ex-
tracted from various experiments that include heavy-ion
collisions, giant resonances, antiprotonic atoms, hadronic
probes, polarized electron scattering, as well as astro-
physical observations; see, e.g., Refs. [52, 53, 56, 58, 60].
Finally, the correlation between the electric dipole polar-
izabilities in 68Ni, 120Sn, and 208Pb shows that almost
all the EDFs that reproduce the measured polarizability
in 208Pb also reproduce the measured polarizabilities in
68Ni and 120Sn. This suggests the possibility of using
(Q)RPA calculations to predict the presently unknown
polarizability in other nuclei which could be experimen-
tally investigated in the near future, and here is has been
used to estimate the electric dipole polarizability of both
48Ca and 90Zr.
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